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PREFACE

This work is a part ofthe research proJect started at Kyoto University in 1960。

In the time pe五 od Od the dawn of the scienti■ c research,the national ptteCt Was
concentrated for a sustahable national werare under the background of shortage of food,

natural hazards(barthquakes in 1944 and 1946 and the typh∞ n`■旺akurazakゴ')and,the
signi■cant undulations ofthe nationa1 0pulation.

Under the severe s∝ ial conditions as suggested abOve,the sclentists in Kyoto University

have had IIloved tojOh for a direction to take part Ofthe natiOnal prQJect。

This work in the scienti■ c ields was started by Professors Shoitiro Hataml and
Denzaburo Miyadi.They had started irst to solve problems tO pЮ mote the cltizen life
with inding a way to stable welfare,Miyadi had to promote his sclenti■ c research in the
problems in`つ rimary production of planctons in the∝ ean in order to get急 3hes for the
foods in the citizen h偽 .

As for the problelns noted above,it was essentlal to see the lnotiOns of the ocean waters

which were cbsely related to the biological problems.Hayami had to inform a now
pattern3 0n the∝ ean water motion especlally in the∞ astal zone and contmental shelf
zone.

Since then,we have spent a half of the last century fOr the research ptteCt in Kyoto
Unive器転

This work should be taken as one ofthe extellsive research work.

There have been the researches in selslnology7 geodesy and plate tectonlcs on the bases of

“dynamics for elastic body or mate五als"nevertheless it should be considered now tO
introduce evetthing of knowledges abOut what have been developed on elastO‐ plastic
process ofthe mate五 als.

It should be point out here that the earthquakes on the land and under sea had been
applied without any consideration on energy transfer process of any one of fault
formatiOns at the event of earthquake without any consideration about what was
impolttLnt the process about yielding ofmate五 al.

This wOrk is a b01d model of research for collsidering energy transfer prOcess hm
801id・phase matenalto■ uid‐ phase tliquid‐ phase or gas‐phasO mate五 al.

This is the Lttt step in order to update the existing models for earthquakes and fOr
tsunalnls.

The author should wish this work as a key for the advanced research in updating
aynamКs ofearthquake and tsunamisin order tO help some proper evahation。

Director eetireO,Shirahama Obsewatow
Kyoto Universlty

2012 August 9



A GLOBAL ENERGY TRANSFER PROCESS OF TSUNAMIGENEC EARTHQU蜘

S.NAKAMURA
Kyoto Un市 eFSitt JapanI

Abstract
This is aillned to give a key for the scientist to note for a crustal plate creeping process as a

trigger of great destructive earthquake accompanied by tsunanlis in relation to a possible

application of satellite monitoring of positioning on the earth surface. At one Of the
seisIInic events,a vector pattern of displacements on the earth crust surface mOnitored by

satellite was quite sinlilar to an outflow pattern ofa uniform viscous fluid through a slit to

focusing to shot a epicenter of the earthquake.This pattern lnust be ibr a visco‐ elastic or

elasto‐ plastic process.In order to reahze this pattern, a model is introduced in a global

scope to this probleⅡ l around the seislnlc epicente■ As one Of the special references,the
pattern obseFVed at the seislnic event on ll March 201l by the Geographic Survey

lnstitute.In this case,it is necessary to consider on the possible energy transfer process in

relation to the fault fOrmation and tsunalni generation.This prOcess could be seen when it

is a process found in the plate conveyed by a sporadic shot Ofthe magma in a global scale.

INTRODUCT10N

This is a note to ailn for the scientists to■ nd a key at promoting their researches on
crustal plate creeping process for a trigger of great destructive earthquake tsunalnis

which can be lrell detected by an application of satellite mOnitoring of positioning on the

earth surface.A problenl is raised for the author's interest in order to have his dynamical

understanding at an informed attention about the seisnlic hazards around the coastal
zone in a northwestern part ofthe Paciflc Ocean on ll March 2011.The author has had to

see what factor helps us to realize the physical prOcess of tsunamis generated at the

seislnic event on that day.The sliding shift of the eastern boundary in a global scale could

be helpil for realizing the observed sliding shi■ which might be the t五 gger of the great

tsunaΠlis hitting the cOastal zones facing the Paciflc Ocean and the islands in the
northern Paciflc Ocean.This pFOCeSS could be seen when it is taken as a visco‐ elastic or

elaso‐ plastic process of the plates in a global scale.A mOre advanced research could be

expected ater an application of satellite monitoring for geOgraphical processes.

KEY TO SHDE AND SHIFT OF PLATE

Following to the descrlptive note seen as above,the authOr considers a construction of a

simple model which might help to see the event.

A target here is what was e3bctive to illustrate the physical process for realizing the event、

The hazardous event of the great tsunanli generated by an earthquake undersea
silnulated with signi■ cant ambiguity even atter the scientists on the basis ofthe nlodel for

tsunami generated a speci■ ed by several seisnlic parameters in fail,

The authOr has his concept to introduce a techniques for specifレ ing prOperties of an
interested material in order to illustrate the observed and monitored results of a
displacement of the interested plates just around the epicenter of an eaFthquake
generated by not only an elastic deformation but elasto‐ plastic process up to a breaking



stage in the scope oftechn01ogy in mechanics ofelasto‐ plastic materials.

By this tilne,a scaling using a parameter of seisⅡ lic magnitude as has been introduced
after the Japanese seismologist refernng the descrlptive notices found in the past
historical descrlptions without any scientiic consideration of metric measure for the
interested earthquakes only for detected on‐ land.This is based On the no observed dater

about the scaling for the earthquakes undersea accompanied by the destructive tsunamis
even in the past,in the tillne period of the historical age and in the tillne period after a

seisIIlic instrumentation which was introduced.

An idea of“ moment IIlagnitude"of each one of the past earthquakes has been introduced
for these several ten years instead of simple deflnition of“magnitude'',though there had
not been any idea to consider energetics at considering earthquakes.

Some of the scientists had introduced their concept of energetics for the seisllnic event

with tsunalnis hit on the coastal zone.Seisnlologists had been■ot skilled at considering
the materia1 0f the plates cove五 ng the earth surface.Nevertheless, as for the satellite

monitoring and sea ■oor instrumentations of the recent tsunalllli earthquakes in the
lndian Ocean and in the northwestern Paciic, seems suggesting us to consider the
earthquakes in a scope of not only elasticity but elasto‐ plastic lnechanics.

Then,it should be introduced another model deve10ped.Then,it lnight be seen the key
was a global process ofthe lnagma under the crusts.

As reminding the volcanic event of lceland in 2010 0n a lnid"Atlantic ridge,it can be
realized that the main several crusts are generated to spread to form the fresh cFuSt
undersea,then,a balance ofthe forcing power to the cOuples ofthe crusts.

For example,the Eurasian plate(EAP)and the North Paciflc plate(PCP)must have been
contributive under a certain condition to be driven by the nlotion ofthe lnagma just under

the crusts.

Exactly speaking, the east part of the Japanese main land had been taken by the
seismologists as a part of the NoFth American Plate(NAP)between the Eurasian plate

(EAP)and the Paciflc plate eCD.
It is now to promote scientiic research on earthquake tsunaⅡ lis on the basis of a more

advanced understanding Of the interested process without any other prejudice.For this
purpose,the seismologists should learn the interested process much more referring not to

the indices specitting the process but the obsewable factors e“ ect市e to the process in

order to ind a key to see and update for our advanced understanding about lnechanisln of

earthquakes and tsunalnis.

ROTAT10NAL PLATES

It should be given here a remark to the two plated produced by the activity of lnagma

forcing to spread the plates on both sides to east and west respectively because the

lnid‐Atlantic ridge has a nleridional extent geologicalbみ thOugh it is boldly taken that the

these two plates, EAP and PCP meets or the Japanese lslands in the northwestern
Pacif■c,so that the■℃nt ofPCP nloves dOwn to subside under EAP tO be the sources Ofthe
earthquakes generated in deep en the range of40 to 100 knl deep from the earth surface)
fOr these one hundred years by the scientists in these seventy years(for example,
Nakamura, 1990,It was new geophysical inding though it shOuld be updated oll the
bases ofthe new data obtained in geology and geophysics.

The,the lnovement of the EAP can be tracked when the speciflc stations located on the

surface ofthe plate by using the satellite lnonito五 ng techniques for positioning.

The author tends now an apphcation of satellite mOnito五 ng of the interested plates is

valuable for promoting the related scientiic researches indeed.



ACTIVITY OF MID‐パ¨ C RIDGE

As for the activity ofthe mid‐ Athntic五 dge,it can be the most latest event which was the

volcanic eruption in the lceland on 14 ApFi1 2010.This event strongly affected to trattcs

and related services in EurOpe.This volcanic e]bct is appeared as scatter of the volcanic

ash scattering over the llllain and local air ports to interrupt the flight navigation schedule

and to threat ofthe social activity decaying.

As for energetics of this volcanic event,there must be several reports in the area of the

Europe.
This volcanic event was one ofthe most signittant eruptions thOugh the energy release of

the act市 ated magma must be simply seen through a vent where the surface ofthe magma
was easily observed by eye‐ watch in a week a■ er the irst eruption,just like the case of

the 2010 volcanic eruption in lcelando Nevel・ theless,■ o remark has been given whether
the energy ofthe act市 ated magma was completely released or not.There might be some
residual energy remained to be spent for ho五zontal stresses of the interested plates.

When the vent was completely closed by an ice cap in the next cold season by a thick ice

plate as a part the glaciet the energy of nlagma at the vent lnust forced to transferred in

a ibrn■ ofa ho五zontal stress under the plate.The energy should possibly be transferred to

drive the rotating Eurasian plate around the point“ ヨ『'(at the location of the geomagnetic

north‐ pole position in the coastal zone of Sibe五 D along the circular arc iom lceland to
the epicenter ofthe 201l seisIIllic event

INTERPLATE SHORTENING ZONE

It is already known that a zone of the inter‐ plate shortening is exist as that along the

extended zone ofthe lnid‐ Atlantic ridge after landing on the coastal zone just neighbor the
point“ R"(located near at the position 700N, 1300E).This extended zone get to separate

the lnain land ofJapan to two parts,i.e.,east and west parts.The point``R"is understood
as the center of relative motions of EAP and Nハ 」l There might be some elasto‐ plastic

processes must be happened at the seislllllic event of a tsunanligenic earthquake so that

the author has noted that it is in need to ind what is the fact in the interested process.

PШ口E THRUST COIIPLING EFFECT

Looking at what had been found by the observation On the land surface,a point R 10cated

in the northern part of Siberia is the center of relative motions of]DAP and PCP in
seismology and plate tectonics with an understanding Of that the zone of inter‐ plate

shortening is inside of亜ン」R
This zone of interpolate shortening helped us to realize that the tsunalnls generated by

the several earthquakes Or the coastal zone should efLct市 ely hit to destrllct市 e forces in

the coastal zones.At every one ofthose earthquakes in the Japan Sea,seislxlic fault was

considered to be fbrIIled in a forIIl ofa thrust as coupling e■bct tO the interested two plates.

This means that the zone of interpolate shortening acts as a boundary separating EAP

and a tip ofthe North Ame五can plate(NAP)and is taking part Ofimportant play at the
seisllllic event ofa fault formation to lnake a tsunanligenic earthquake.

PLATE SUBDUCT10NAND THRUST

The llnOdel for a tsunanligenic earthquake had been developed and accepted as one ofthe
scientiflc success in geophysical processes though there had been lelじ some ambiguity in



paramet五c deinition Of a seisnlic source model. There are many contributions not
introduced in this work.

The obseⅣed ho五zontal dislocations on the earth surface were conirmed tO shOnr about l

to 2 1n ta 5 1neters at mosD to ESE on the coastal zone pointing to the epicenter at the

201l earthquake accompanied by tsunanlis in the northwestern Pacttc(Geographic
Survey lnstitute).The spacial pattern of these disl∝ ations on the crust surface of the
Eurasian plate EAP)was quite similar to an olltiow pattem of a viscOus iuid through a
slit.

This dislocation pattern had shown that a elasto‐ plastic Patte...at an strong shot of
forcing after an energy transfer by a strong shot forcing with a shear stress iolln the

magna to the plate extension sheet on which the northern part of the Japanese lshnds
was located.

The magma must emect市 ely transferred the energy to the plate,especiatt at the depth of

around 4 to 40 km± oln the crust surface to the horizOntal direction of ESE and it was

dislocated as much as 311111 ESE at the otthore stations(Tl and T2)settled On the sea
■oor Cn the range of 1000m to 4000m deep)or the coast Qbout 200 kml in the
No武hwestern Pacittc(ci Tohoku Universityp and it was dis10cated as much as 24m to
ESE just several ten kib‐ meters south to the stations Tl and T2(Hydrographic Ottce Of
Mariltime Safet5/Agencyp on the sea■ oo■

Nevertheless,there is some doubt of any slip‐ shde errOr which must be included in the
observed data of the dislocations at the station where each of the monito五 ng recorders
must silllply be settled on the sloping sea■ oor by a technique of setting the recOrders by a

throwing‐ down positioning without any fbdng function tO the sea■ oor as the plate.

The authOr tends to take these dislocation observed data as a global erect of a residual

energy of 2010 1celand vOlcanic eruption to the zOne of inter‐ plate shortening as an
extention of the axis Of the Atlantic mid・ ocean五dge through lceland and to the fbnt of
EAP where the subductiOn of PCP is seen.FukushiIILa iS about 100 kIII sOuth of the

stations.In addition, it could be taken to be easy to transfer the residual energy豊 りm
lceland tO the interplate shortening and the iont ofEAP and PCR

Before the 201l event it had been accepted that the Paci■ c plate PCP had been in a
spreading motiOn at an annual speed of a few centimeters per year westward in a fornl of

the magnetic strlpes, though at the 201l seislnic event it was observed the hOrizontal
dislocation of 24 meters or 31 meters at most on the sea■00r under the sea surhce of 4
km as IIOnitored in a foェ m Of a fault formation of the earthquake.The epicenter was
estilllated as 4 km under the crust surface to which the inagma lnust transfered its energy

e■bctiveし

The 201l seismic event tells us that the energy transferred iOm the magma was
suttciently beyond the plate's elastic yielding cЦ tical condition to make the fault
formatiOn as the seis7nlc sourCeS. The seisllic sources were estilnated referrlng to the

seismicdataofthe201lseismiceventunderseaGRerJapanMeteorologicalAgency).
The maximunl dislocation of24 1n at the 201l seisIIlic event cOuld be evaluated as the

Eurasian plate disturbance ifthe dislocation was caused by the same lnechanics ever seen

in the Paci■ c plate.That is tO say7 the dis10cation of the Eurasian plate along an circular

arc(assume the arc length tO be boldly evaluated 5x106 m fOr the arc lengtD彙Om lceland
to the epicenter ofthe 201l seisIInic event.

In order to see what amount of the three dimensional displacement pattern can be
realized a simple application of an equivalent elasticity assumed for a segment of the

earth surface plate.

Assuming that the arc length S boldly as 5x106 m On the Eurasian plate,and that the
disturbance △S could be taken as an elastic slide,then,a bold lllleasure lnust glve us as

that,AS=IEIx[S]for an assu=led noIIlinal Young modulus as E=20x10~10 per the force of

the unit Pascal per a unit cross section of the crust. The authOr takes here that this



△s=lo~2/Pa fOr a unit force could be related to the disturbance to S with his bold

assumption that the lnagma's sudden disturbance in a fOrln of a spit shOt along the circle

arc could be the energy source for the disturbance in the plate driven to activate of
making the elastic lnovement ofthe Eurasian plate at the depth of abOut 40 km under
the crust surface. Hence, the net displacement of 20 m of the spit shot should be
considered as ΔSCAP),and it must be taken to be more efhct市 e at the energy transfer
from the underlying lnagma to the crust covering the earth surface just in the undulating

crust zone in the other end of the Atlantic nlid‐ ocean ridge where the new crust is
produced.

Under the abOve assumed effective energy transfet the EAP hOrizontal displacement Of

about 20■ l in one day eastward at the seisnlic event thOugh an annual displacement

(about an Order of l cm)Of the magnetic stripes on the PAP westward could be boldly
evaluated as A SCCD=-lxlo~3/Pa.Not the author might introduce a bold evaluation
of energy transfer fronl magma to the two related plates tO have an answer that the
magma energy transfer could be evaluated by the displacement ofeach plate edge meeting
in the nOrthwestern Paciflc.

An evaluation ofthe lneasure could tell us that the rate(‐ 1)/(20x10ゆ for(PCP)/(EAP),i.e.,
the maxilnum of the force tO EAP at the 201l seisn■ ic event llnight be more than 2000
tilnes Ofthe force ever seen at the IIlagnetic strlpe of PCR

An additional notice should be given here in order to realize what process was closely
related at the energy transfer J■ oln the crust d五ven by the magma to the tsunamigenic
earthquake.
The author tends to consider a global energy balance at considering the 201l seisnlic

event in the nOrthwestern Paciflc.

The epicenter is found around on the line separating the NAP and PCP just orthe lnain
island of Japan.This line could be understood as a convergent line where the two magma

■ows for conveying the twO plates.As stated above,the author introduces to consider the
magma's contribution to the EAP on a circle arc J■ oIIn lceland to the epicente■ NoⅥろit is

more reasonable to consider the nlagma■ ow convergent just neighbor the epicenter.The
observed result shows by the Geograpical Survey lnstitute(GSI,」 apan)supporting what
the author tends to introduce a global energy transfer process ibr the 201l seislnic event.

As the magma as a conductive mate五 al in a scope of electrOmagnetics,there might be an
inductive el隔 ct in the ionized particles in the atIIlosphenc surface layeL The cOnvergent

of the magma flow should have a twO dilnensional singularity in a scope of a
mathematical lnodeling.

Considering the three dilllensional process,the magma's vertical lnotion should be noticed.

A highly concentrated energy under the crust lnust be enough to break the crust just at

the convergent point though the residual energy lnust be transferred by the down■ ow of
the magma.It is quite similar tO viscous■ uid llow Or water flow around a hydraulic
wedge weir gauge under the e]bct of gravlty with a three dilnensional pattern to be taken

consistent to the pattern ofthe vertical displacement at the seisIIIliC eVent.

Then,the lnagma's convergence should be in a strongly high energy concentrated around
at a fault fOrmation as the epicenter of the earthquake.It might be accompanied by some

kinds of tsunamis as the ocean water layer is above the locatiOn of he epicenter where

energy release was resulted to fornl the fault at the epicenter a■er the crust conveyed by
the nlagmao This means that the elastic crust has got tO the yielding critical cOndition so

that it make us easy to realize seveFa1 10Cal fault fOrmatiOn prclcesses in a scope of

elasticity.The magma's convergence is consistent to the great tsunalnis energy potential.

Then,the tsunami models utilized for the 10cal prediction in practice should be have a
renewal in a scOpe of a g10bal energy transfer prOcess at any one of the tsunalnigenic

earthquakes.

As for a mOre detailed mechanism,the bold assunaption shOuld be attusted after a mOre



advanced research work fOr a more reasonable form.It should be expected to refer to an
advanced research works which would be promoted in the next step.

GLOBAL SCALING

With a b五efnotice noted above,the author has to introduce a lnodel for realizing the great

tsunalnigenic earthquake,for example,the case ofthe 201l East… 」apan earthquake which
happened at the epicenter or the coast facing the nollthwestern Paciic atter the lnassive

ettbct of the elasto‐ plastic process in the coastal zone of the circuln‐ Paciflc seislnic zone

and the chained arc ofthe geographical trench and the arc isands offthe Eurasian plate.

Referring to the past example,a seisIIllic evaluation was given by the lnodel though it、 Ⅳas
forced tO revise repeatedly to get the flnal evaluation ofthe seislnic lnagnitude as the level

nine in scale.The details must be referred to the flnal report or the scientiic papers
which might be appear ogicially late■

No■ the author tends to consider about the e]bct of the 2010 1celand volcanic eruption,

i.e。 ,the eruption of thee volcano``Eyja5巧 Oekulr'.It was one ofthe great eruption so that

its volcanic ashes caused to an interruption in the ttight and transportation seⅣ ices and
public activities in the area covering the EuFOpean Union.In Apri1 2011,it was informed

that the volcanic eruptions were obseFVed in the volcanic zOne of Grilnsvotn in lceland.

The above■ Oted result ibrces to the author to notice that there are leR the essential
problems to be solved in a scope of geOphysics a■ er an application of satellite monitoring

system.For example,the geodetic positioning should be referred to sate■ ite lnonitoring on

the interested plate surfaces even though the tiny glilnpse of the geophysical process can

be found by application of satellite lnonitoring.

UPDATE TSIINAMI MODEL

The past seislnologist in 1990s introduced a set of parameters deined for specilシ eVew
one of the earthquakes as the seislnic events on land though only for the examples found

as the cases of the seisIIIlic events on‐ land in a lilnited part of the island arc in the
northwestern Paciflc.This parameters were e」 bctive to get into classiflcation of all of the

seislnic events,nevertheless,no energetic release at each seisIIlic event was considered.

Then,the sets ofthe seisIIlic paralneters had been evaluated well.

As for the tsunalllis evaluation accon■ panied by the past earthquakes,the scientist has

never found any parametric specitting index.

Some of the seismologists had get to use the seismic parameters instead of tsunami
paFameters for cOnvenience.It was easy the numeral set for the seislnic parameters to

take theln as ifthey were equivalent for the cases ofthe earthquakes generated undersea.

In fact,the scientists have had never direct observation for any set for specitting Seismic

events undersea except the set of seismographs obtained at the stations onland.

There were no data about the epicenter and fault formation undersea.

One day9 the author had found a tsunalni model as an application of numerical
computation by using an estilnated set of seislnic Parameters for an earthquake in one of

the academic pubhcatilons in the rleld of“ Fluid Mechanics".It was justi■ ed as ifit was
proper to any tsunanli llllodel without any consideration of the fault formatiOn process at

the earthquake interested by one scientist who was highly evaluated in the ield of
numerical conlputation technology. Nevertheless, there was no consideration on the
energy transfer process IIolln sea■ oor to sea water layer above the seismic epicenter ofthe

interested earthquake generated undersea.
The authoF haS had never take it agreeable to use the seisIIlic parameters for any
earthquake that is equivalent to the tsunanli parameters.



When the set Of the tsunaIIli parameters is introduced a■ er some researches for energy
transfer prOcess in order to relate the set of seislnic parameters and the tsunanli
parameters,it must be considered whether the tsunami modelis properly reproduced in a

scope Ofsclence.

Nonら the author has to notice that the tsunalnilllodel should be proper at reprOducing the

tsunalni propagation pattern for practical prediction and fOr prOtection prdect.

It is an urgent problem to update the earthquake parametnc lnodel in order to obtaln all

advallced tsuna■ nl model.

10 CONCLUSIONS

In order to have a dynamical understanding of global energy transfeF prOCess hon■ the
plate to the ocean water layer where tsunallllis must be accompanied A speciflc pattern

found as a special disphcement at a tsunalnigenic earthquake in the area around the
epicente■

The author intFOduCed a note to crustal plate creeping prOcess for a trigger of great

destructive earthquake tsunalnis. This must be equivalent tO a visco‐ elastic or
elasto‐ plastic process at the seismic event in a speciic area in a plate.

A model is introduced for a special reference ofthe seislnic event at the 201l tsunallnigenic

earthquake in the northwestem Paciflc.■ uヽnalnis lnay be generated ater energy transfer
frOnl the solid crust as the]Eurasian plate to the sea water laye■

It should be claritt what iS Observable factor for realizing transfer mechanism from the

seisllllic source to the ocean water layer at generating tsunaIIlis,when any energetics is

taken into consideration fbr inding a trigger at an epicenteF.

In order to have an advanced research as the next step,it should be introduced to actively

referred tO the 3D‐ data fOr a pattern of not only horizontal but vertical dislocations of the

plate in term oftime elapse as a seismic disturbance at positioning site even at a case of

the earthquakes generated undersea.
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